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As the ISRM’s representative for the

NPLQ, I attended three Lifeguard

Symposia in November. These events

were a tremendous success with more than 550

trainer assessors in attendance in total.

Among the presentations at these events were

two extremely thought-provoking presentations

surrounding a double drowning, over which a

lifeguard was charged with two counts of ‘gross

negligence manslaughter’ – the first case of this

type involving a lifeguard. The first presentation

was by Danny Phillips, the lifeguard who had been

on duty on that fateful day, and the second was

by Danny’s barrister Ben Brandon.

Before getting into the details of the incident,

I think it’s important to give you some

background to the case. At the time of the incident

Danny Phillips was 39 and employed by the

Metropolitan Police as a PC. He also worked part-

time at the Metropolitan Police Peel Centre

Swimming Pool as a lifeguard.

Danny’s experience extended to 20 years as a

lifeguard, as well as being a qualified trainer

assessor for RLSS and STA, an ASA and STA

teacher, a first aid trainer, an emergency life

support trainer (police) and he had also been

running a swim school at a local hotel.

The pool Danny was lifeguarding was 33m x

12.5m, 1.1m deep at the shallow end, and at the

halfway point descending from 2m to 3.8 m at the

deepest point. There were also two diving boards

open at 1m and 3m high. Danny was lifeguarding

alone.

Danny was asked 30 minutes before the

commencement of a session in the pool (30 July

2002) if he would help out by lifeguarding. Danny

agreed, as he had been asked by his sergeant.

Timetable of events (approximate)
13:15 Danny arrives at the Peel Centre and

performs pool checks.

13:30 Group of 16 youths arrive with three

carers, one of whom went into pool and the other

two to the balcony.

13:33 A 15-year-old boy cuts his knee on a

damaged tile by the steps. At this point there were

approximately six swimmers in the pool. Danny

applied a bandage, which took less than one

minute. He immediately returned to pool

observations.

13:38 Danny decided not to clear the pool, as he

was still able to scan up and down it. He

proceeded to call an ambulance from the pool

phone after deciding the cut was deep enough to

require stitches. A female carer came down from

the balcony with a medical consent form for the

injured boy.

13:40 The ambulance arrives. The injured boy is

moved to the emergency double doors by the deep

end for easy access to the ambulance.

13:41 Danny notices some more boys entering

the pool, of whom he’d had no advance warning.

There were now approximately 25-28 swimmers

in the pool. There were two adult carers with this

group. Danny was told the total number of

swimmers would not exceed 1:40 (as stated in the

NOP), and that the sergeant had OK’d it. All were

jumping and diving off boards, splashing and

diving towards the bottom.

13:46 An adult male carer comes running round

the pool to tell Danny there are two boys on the

bottom of the pool, but he wasn’t sure if they were

messing around. Danny looked in the pool where

the carer was pointing, at what looked like a ‘dark

shirt’ on the bottom of the pool – he then decided

to ‘clear the pool’. Danny dived in and down. The

‘dark shirt’ turned out to be two 14-year-old boys,

whom Danny pulled to the surface one at a time.

Carers helped him to get the two boys out and

onto poolside. By the time the second boy had

been bought up, the ambulance crew had arrived

for the cut knee. Danny proceeded to perform

CPR for 10 minutes until he was exhausted, at

which point the ambulance crew took over.

(Danny was later praised for his CPR and rescue

skills). One boy was pronounced dead at the scene

the other died eight days later in hospital.

The aftermath
The effect on Danny’s life following this incident

was significant. Almost immediately Danny went

into shock and has shown classic symptoms of

post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) up until

the present day.

During the three years the case took to come to

court, Danny was placed on light duties. He was

also asked to terminate his agreement for

providing swimming lessons at the local hotel and

has not lifeguarded since the incident. At one

point during the trial, as well as facing the

possibility of imprisonment, Danny also had

concerns he would have to sell his house to cover

court costs.

Immediately following the incident a

prohibition notice was served on the pool by the

HSE – the pool has been closed ever since.

On the 25 April 2006, the eight-week trial began

at The Old Bailey No 1 court. Danny Phillips was

charged with two counts of gross negligence,

manslaughter and one count of failing to

discharge a duty, contrary to S7 and S33 of Health

& Safety at Work Act 1974. A total of 46 witnesses

were called and, finally, amidst a media frenzy, on

the 13 June Danny was acquitted of all charges.

The HSE has now focused its attention on the

London Borough of Barnet and the Metropolitan

Police to ascertain liability for breaches in health

and safety. The London Borough of Barnet has

now pleaded guilty and the Metropolitan Police
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‘The effect on Danny’s life was significant. Almost
immediately Danny went into shock and has shown
classic symptoms of post traumatic stress disorder’

Ian Wakefield reports on the case of a lifeguard
charged with manslaughter (and later acquitted) after
a double drowning

Lifeguard acquittal
highlights duty of care
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has pleaded not guilty. The case has now been

referred to the Old Bailey for trial this summer.

The barrister’s view
Ben Brandon, who acted as Danny’s defence

counsel, also gave an informative presentation,

where he explained the details of the case from a

legal perspective.

He began with a definition of gross negligence

manslaughter, as taken from a case known as

Regina v. Adomako:

‘The ordinary principles of the law of

negligence apply to ascertain whether or not the

defendant has been in breach of a duty of care

towards the victim who has died [Danny Phillips

assumed that duty as a lifeguard, and it was alleged

that he departed from the proper standard of care

expected of him].

‘If such a breach of duty is established, the next

question is whether that breach of duty caused

the death of the victim. [It was alleged that Danny

Phillips’ negligent breach of duty was an operating

and substantial cause of the death of the

deceased]. If so, the jury must go on to consider

whether that breach of duty should be

characterised as gross negligence and therefore as

a crime.

‘This will depend on the seriousness of the

breach of duty committed by the defendant in all

the circumstances in which the defendant was

placed when it occurred. The jury will have to

consider whether the extent to which the

defendant’s conduct departed from the proper

standard of care incumbent upon him, involving

as it must have done a risk of death to the

deceased, was such that it should be judged

criminal.’

Evidence
In order to establish any liability, evidence was

collected from 46 witnesses and a number of

experts, including ISRM. There were a number of

areas where the prosecution and defence agreed,

specifically that Danny had acted appropriately

after the casualties had been identified. Where the

two sides could not agree was over the timings of

the incident, the varying views of expert witnesses

and the appropriateness of the actions of Danny

Phillips before the casualties were identified.

Final thoughts
Ben Brandon finished his presentation with a

number of recommendations for pool operators

and lifeguards to ensure they did not end up in a

similar situation to the Metropolitan Police and

Danny Phillips, they were as follows:

● Be much more willing to clear the pool. It seems

common practice to leave this until it’s a last resort.

Clear it early, as soon as you suspect all is not right,

or you cannot effectively supervise the pool;

● Never lifeguard alone;

● Ensure lifeguard training is carried out as is

recommended by HSG 179 and that your records

are up to date;

● Be aware of silent drowning – research is out

of date, and awareness of ‘silent drowning’ appears

low among lifeguards;

● Follow post-incident procedures – be aware

that what you say after the incident will be used

against you; and

● Refuse to multi-task – cleaning poolside, doing

pool tests and performing other duties while

lifeguarding a pool compromises the level of care

you can provide for bathers.

Having read this article, maybe now you could

ask yourself if it could happen to you or to a

lifeguard in your employ’? Whether you’ve

answered ‘yes’ or ‘no’, I’m sure there will be things

you have read that will have struck a chord, and

areas of pool supervision at your facility that could

be improved.

I would like to finish this article with two

thoughts: the first for the two boys that died –

Gameli Kofi Akulu and his friend William Frank

Kadama; and the second for Danny Phillips who

through the case showed a great strength of

character and has endeavoured to bring some

good from this terrible incident so that others

could learn from his experience.
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SportExcel Seminar
Effective management of
lifeguarding

Friday 16 February 
Loughborough
University
Both Ben Brandon and Danny Phillips will
be presenting at this seminar, alongside a
number of industry experts in pool safety
and lifeguarding.  

The seminar will also include a workshop
which will allow delegates to explore
ways to improve and streamline their own
systems and practice.

Additional speakers include Linda Bishop-
Bailey, ISRM Consultant, and Colin
McCready from Quality Leisure
Management.

Places are available from £82.50 per
delegate. For more information, please
call the ISRM on 01509 226474 or visit
www.isrm.co.uk

FURTHER INFORMATION

The above article is the interpretation of events by the author based on the presentations given at the IQL/ISRM

Lifeguard Symposia by Danny Phillips and Ben Brandon. The details contained in it do not purport to be a complete

and accurate record of either what was said in either presentation, or the evidence heard during Danny Phillips' trial. 
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